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The Tie TerminalThe Tie Terminal is the most comprehensive data platform for institutions in digital assets. With its unmatched breadth and depth of data coverage, combined with a suite of powerful, customizable tools, The Tie Terminal provides an all-in-one solution to stay on top of the crypto market.
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APIsThe Tie’s APIs enable quantitative funds to integrate several of our best-in-class datasets into their models. Our proprietary datasets have deep historical data, enabling thorough backtesting. Explore our API offerings to discover why many leading quantitative firms leverage our APIs to improve their models.
News APIToken Unlock APISentiment API



Token ServicesThe Tie offers a range of services to leading token issuers, including access to The Tie Terminal, quarterly calls, investor relations dashboards, and corporate access. Explore our Token Services offerings to see how The Tie can streamline your workflow and provide access to a network of hundreds of institutional market participants.
Terminal for Token Issuers



RedistributionIntegrate The Tie’s datasets and tools into your consumer-facing platform. Differentiate your offering by providing users with our actionable metrics and alerts. Discover the ways that The Tie can help you build a more compelling product and drive increased trading volume activity.
Exchanges / Brokerages
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DeveloperContextualize the health of a token’s developer community. Understand which projects are gaining or losing developers, benchmark a project’s developer activity against competitors, and follow key developer movements to new projects. Leverage The Tie’s Developer data to discover emerging projects and identify those positioned for long-term success.
Learn more


Token UnlockUnderstand future and historical unlock events for 100+ tokens, to analyze historical market impact and make informed decisions around future unlocks. This highly-vetted dataset is curated by a team of crypto-native experts, giving users the most insightful and actionable token unlock data available.
Learn more


Private Company & InvestorThe Tie’s Private Company data provides key insights for 1,000+ companies in digital assets, including news, fundraising, headcount growth, and investors. Our Fund Database covers 500+ venture funds, hedge funds, and private equity funds in crypto, delivering insights around capital raises, investments, and news. For both Private Companies and Funds, The Tie Terminal offers advanced filtration to screen for opportunities that meet specified criteria.
Learn more


On-ChainThe Tie’s crypto-native data expertise translates raw blockchain transaction data into proprietary comparative metrics and clear, meaningful insights. On-Chain data powers a range of differentiated tools across The Tie Terminal, helping users discover opportunities and mitigate risks. Explore our On-Chain Data to learn more.
Learn more


Social Media & SentimentGet deep insight into Social Media activity across leading platforms including Twitter, YouTube, 4chan, and TikTok. Find more than a dozen metrics, from raw insights like conversation volumes to Quantified Sentiment for Twitter, to get a thorough understanding of the narratives emerging on Social Media.
Learn more


Market Data With coverage for 900+ cryptocurrencies, by-the-minute or faster price updates, deep historical data, and hundreds of exchange-specific trading pairs, our Market Data powers a suite of tools across The Tie Terminal.
Learn more


NFT Data From ecosystem and market-level insights to deep dives into specific collections, our NFT data gives users comprehensive coverage of NFTs across several leading Layer 1s.
Learn more
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ResearchDiscover The Tie’s Research written by crypto-native experts. Our coverage ranges from insightful commentary on news events and technological improvements, to deep-dives on projects, ecosystems, and sectors.
Learn more


Press & AnnouncementsBrowse News coverage of The Tie. Find instances of our data being cited by news outlets, recordings of leadership on leading news programs, and The Tie’s Press Releases.
Learn more


Podcasts & WebinarsExplore The Tie’s Feature content, including our Fundamental Value Podcast and institutional-focused Webinars. Across our Feature content, you’ll find expert commentary from many of the leading minds across the institutional crypto landscape.
Learn more
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InnovateDenver (Past)The first event in The Tie’s Innovate event series, designed to connect institutions with blockchain’s leading innovators. InnovateDenver was held in February 2024 at Blue Moon Brewing Company in Denver, CO. Learn more about InnovateDenver’s agenda and speakers on the event site.
Learn more


The Bridge (Past)TheBridge was The Tie’s inaugural conference, hosted at NYSE on November 3rd 2023. This event brought together crypto’s leading institutions for a day of expert-led panels and networking. Learn more about TheBridge’s agenda and speakers on the event site.
Learn more
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THE TIE INC.
41 W 25th St, Floor 5,  New York, NY 10010 
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